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ABSTRACT
Extratropical Tropopause Transition Layer Characteristics
from High-Resolution Sounding Data. (May 2010)
Cameron Ross Homeyer, B.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Kenneth P. Bowman
Accurate determination of the tropopause is important for applications such
as dynamical analysis and forecasting, radiative transfer calculations, and the diag-
nosis of chemical transport in the atmosphere. In this paper, we examine how well
the extratropical tropopause is determined in the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP) high-resolution Global Forecast System (GFS) model analy-
sis over the continental United States using high-resolution aircraft and radiosonde
data. The GFS analyses and sounding data compare well, with r.m.s. differences of
approximately 600m, which is comparable to the vertical resolution of the model.
The GFS tropopause is a good proxy in areas without in situ observations, but near
the subtropical jet the GFS analysis often mistakenly identifies the secondary rather
than the primary tropopause. We also explore an alternative method to identify the
tropopause by fitting a smoothed step-function to the static stability profile. This
new approach provides a measure of the depth of the troposphere-stratosphere transi-
tion and facilitates the study of the dynamical behavior of the tropopause region. In
particular, using the transition depth, we are able to identify the statistical behavior
of temperature in profiles with deep or shallow tropopause transition layers.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The concept of the tropopause as the boundary between two atmospheric layers with
very different bulk properties - the troposphere and stratosphere - has proven to
be useful in dynamic meteorology and atmospheric chemistry. The existence of the
tropopause was discovered in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. An
extensive review of the history of tropopause discovery can be found in [1]. The long
term variability and trends of the tropopause height have been recognized as a climate
change indicator and they are under active investigations using both observations and
models [e.g., 2, 3, 4].
The conventional definition of the tropopause is based on the temperature lapse
rate, which relates directly to the static stability of the atmosphere. Idealized models
of the tropopause usually assume a discrete jump in the static stability from relatively
low values in the well-mixed troposphere to high values in the stable stratosphere.
The static stability is usually represented by the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N or its
square, where
N2 =
g
θ
∂θ
∂z
=
g
T
(
∂T
∂z
+ Γd
)
(1.1)
g is the gravitational constant, θ is potential temperature, T is temperature, z is
altitude, and Γd = 9.8
◦C km−1 is the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The standard World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) operational algorithm [5] for identifying the
lapse-rate tropopause, discussed in more detail below, searches the temperature profile
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2for layers that satisfy certain lapse-rate and thickness thresholds. In this thesis we
will refer to this type of tropopause as the lapse-rate tropopause. It is also common
to observe more than one tropopause in the atmosphere. Multiple tropopauses can
be identified using the WMO algorithm (see Section IIIA). Second, third and even
additional tropopauses are observed globally, most often in the midlatitudes [6, 7].
The U.S. Standard Atmosphere (USSA) is designed to be a representative ‘aver-
age’ profile of temperature, pressure, density and viscosity values at 45◦N [8]. Figure
1 shows the USSA profiles of temperature and N from the surface through the entire
stratosphere. Temperature decreases with height in the troposphere and is isothermal
or increasing with height in the stratosphere. The tropopause is clearly defined by
the step change in N from the troposphere to the stratosphere.
In recent years, the role of the tropopause as a chemical transport barrier and the
detailed structure of the tropopause region have received increasing attention. The
former is relevant to the quantification of stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE)
[e.g., 9]. The latter is most relevant to understanding the processes that form and
maintain the tropopause [e.g., 10].
In the tropics, the thinking about the tropopause has moved away from the
concept of a sharp boundary or a material surface toward a transition layer of finite
depth between the troposphere and stratosphere. Observations support the idea that
the tropopause itself is not a transport barrier. A broad layer with characteristics
of both troposphere and stratosphere is commonly found and is referred to as the
Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) [e.g., 11, 12, 13, 14].
In midlatitudes, the tropopause is typically much sharper than in the subtropics
and it separates air masses with distinct chemical compositions. The sharp gradients
of long-lived trace constituents indicate a minimum in transport or transport barrier
at the tropopause. In addition to the lapse rate, potential vorticity (PV) and chemical
3tracers such as ozone have also been used to identify the tropopause [e.g., 15, 16, 17].
The chemical transition across the tropopause can be identified by chemical tracer
correlations and characterized as a mixing layer of variable depth referred to as the
Extratropical Transition Layer (ExTL) [e.g., 18, 19, 20, 21].
A Tropopause Inversion Layer (TIL) is frequently observed [22, 23] in tempera-
ture profiles immediately above the tropopause. The TIL is a layer ∼1 to 2 km deep
immediately above the lapse-rate tropopause that has very high stability (i.e., a nega-
tive lapse rate). When a TIL is present the tropopause is usually very sharp, with an
abrupt transition between tropospheric and stratospheric lapse rates. Development
and maintenance of the TIL is an area of ongoing research and it is not clear which
processes are most important [24, 25]. The relationship of the TIL and ExTL is also
an area of ongoing research.
In this study we analyze the structure around the tropopause using temperature
data from radiosondes, aircraft, and operational weather prediction models with a
focus on the midlatitude tropopause. The results are presented in two parts. The
first part characterizes the uncertainties in the tropopause representation in the Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS)
operational model analysis. The second part describes a new method for identifying
the tropopause that characterizes the depth of the transition layer.
The first part of our analysis is motivated by the needs of transport studies us-
ing in situ or satellite remote sensing observations. In data analysis, the location
of observations relative to the tropopause is often critical and the tropopause from
operational weather prediction models or reanalyses is often used as the auxiliary
information [e.g., 26, 21, 27]. It is important to understand the abilities of models to
represent the structure of the tropopause region and the uncertainties introduced by
the limited model resolutions. Therefore, the first part of this study is a comparison
4of the current NCEP GFS model tropopause analysis with high-resolution in situ
measurements from aircraft and radiosondes. These comparisons are specifically mo-
tivated by the use of the GFS tropopause analysis in the Stratosphere-Troposphere
Analyses of Regional Transport 2008 (START08) project [28]. The GFS tropopause
has been used in the campaign phase for planning and conducting research flights,
and is used in post campaign data analyses to quantify the chemical gradient across
the tropopause under various meteorlogical conditions. Previous studies have com-
pared tropopause heights in numerical models with observations [e.g., 29, 30]; but
improvements in model capabilities and resolution, along with new in situ observa-
tions, suggest that further comparisons would be useful.
The second part of the analysis is motivated by the need to characterize the
sharpness of the tropopause, in addition to its location, using the temperature field.
Traditional tropopause analysis methods, like the WMO algorithm, typically identify
the location of the tropopause but do not provide any information on the structure
of the troposphere-to-stratosphere transition layer. Several analyses have described
the sharpness of the tropopause in terms of vertical gradients in lapse-rate near the
tropopause level [17, 31]. In the second part of this study we explore an alternative
method of characterizing the transition in atmospheric stability near the tropopause
by fitting an idealized step-like analytical function (a hyperbolic tangent) to vertical
profiles of static stability. This new approach gives additional information about the
sharpness of the tropopause. In particular, one parameter derived from the curve-
fitting approach characterizes the depth of the troposphere-stratosphere transition in
static stability. This new parameter is further used to identify profiles with shallow
and deep tropopause transition layers (i.e., those with or without a TIL). The sta-
tistical behavior of profiles with different depths reveals that there is a relationship
between the transition depth and the existence of a TIL. Our results also show that
5there are systematic variations in tropopause structure in relation to latitude and
local dynamical processes.
6CHAPTER II
DATA
A. START08 Data
The START08 project took place from April to June 2008 [28]. The project was de-
signed to make in situ measurements of meteorological, chemical, and microphysical
properties of the extratropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS).
The NCAR/NSF Gulfstream V (GV) aircraft was used to target selected meteoro-
logical situations. These included tropospheric and stratospheric intrusions, gravity
waves, and convection. A problem of particular interest to the project is the depth of
the chemical and meteorological transition layer between the troposphere and strato-
sphere and its relationship to large-scale meteorological conditions.
During the project the GV aircraft flew 18 flights over North America and the
Gulf of Mexico ranging from∼25◦ to 65◦N. Instruments onboard the aircraft measured
standard meteorological parameters and a range of trace constituents including O3,
CO, CO2, NO/NOy, and water vapor. Meteorological variables are sampled at 1
Hz. The resulting spatial resolution of the data depends on the aircraft velocity. At
cruise altitude the horizontal resolution is 200 – 250 m, while the vertical resolution
is ∼7.5 m for a typical ascent/descent rate of 1500 ft min−1.
To identify tropopause crossings observed by the aircraft, the WMO tropopause
definition is applied to the temperature measured by the aircraft as a function of
altitude. Aircraft temperatures are reported with a precision of 0.006◦C and accuracy
±0.5◦C. From the 18 flights, 71 ascending or descending flight segments cross the
tropopause and have a large enough vertical range to be used. It is important to note
that horizontal motion during an individual ascending/descending flight segment can
7be quite large. Due to this horizontal travel, the ascending/descending flight legs are
not true profiles and may sample different air masses. For simplicity, in the remainder
of the paper we will refer to the selected ascending/descending flight segments as
profiles. Figure 3a is a sample temperature profile from the GV aircraft. The inset
shows an expanded view of the temperature profile near the tropopause. Some of the
detailed structure, here and in other profiles, may be due to the horizontal motion of
the aircraft. Errors related to the horizontal motion are discussed in Section IVA.
B. Radiosonde Data
National Weather Service (NWS) operational radiosondes are also analyzed. Over
8000 individual radiosondes profiles from April 1 - June 30, 2008 are used from 50
locations across the continental United States (25-50◦ N). All radiosondes are part of
the historic Weather Bureau Army-Navy (WBAN) station network. Radiosondes are
typically available twice daily at 00 and 12 UTC and sometimes at 06 and/or 18 UTC.
The vertical resolution of each radiosonde is ∼5 m, which is close to that of the GV
aircraft. Radiosonde temperatures are reported with a precision of 0.1◦C. This limits
the ability to accurately compute lapse rates for small vertical scales; and, in fact, at
full resolution the raw temperature profiles have a stepwise appearance (inset in Fig.
3b). For example, with the available precision of 0.1◦C and vertical resolution of 10 m,
the error in the lapse rate due only to temperature discretization can reach 10◦C km−1.
In order to minimize the effects of temperature discretization errors on the lapse rate
calculation, we sub-sample the data to lower vertical resolution. Through varying
the sampling depth we find that 100 m sampling reduces the discretization-induced
noise substantially, while preserving most of the detailed structure of the temperature
profile. Filtering the temperature profiles gives similar results. Additionally, when
8computing tropopause heights, only profiles that reach at least 20 km in altitude
are used. The height of the primary tropopause is typically < 18 km everywhere
while secondary tropopause heights can be well above 20 km. The 20 km threshold is
necessary for satisfactory performance of the WMO algorithm (see Section IIIA) and
our curve-fitting method (see Section IIIC). The WMO algorithm is used to calculate
the tropopause height from the observed radiosonde temperatures and altitudes.
C. GFS Data
The gridded analyses used in this study are produced by the NCEP Global Data As-
similation System (GDAS) as initial conditions for the high-resolution Global Forecast
System (GFS) spectral model. The model’s Gaussian grid has a longitude-latitude
resolution of 0.3125◦× ∼ 0.3125◦ (∼35 km), with 64 hybrid sigma-pressure levels in
the vertical (∼500 m assuming equal spacing). GFS model output is provided by
NCEP on a 47-level pressure grid via interpolation (or extrapolation, if necessary).
The vertical resolution is 25 hPa below the 100 hPa level. The GFS model analy-
ses are available four times daily at 00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC. For comparison with
START08 aircraft data, GFS variables are linearly interpolated in time and space to
each flight track. For comparison with radiosonde data, variables are interpolated in
space only, at the nearest analysis time.
NCEP produces two-dimensional global gridded analyses of the tropopause height
and pressure using the model’s full internal grid resolution. The NCEP GFS tropopause
algorithm adapts the WMO algorithm to the model’s vertical grid. The second lapse
rate criterion of the WMO algorithm is applied to the next three higher model lev-
els. The vertical depth contained between the possible tropopause and third higher
model level ranges from 1 km to 2 km, which will vary somewhat from the 2 km depth
9criterion of the WMO algorithm (see Section IIIA). As a result, in the model the
algorithm is often applied to a shallower layer than is the case with radiosonde data.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
A. WMO Algorithm
In this study, we apply the WMO algorithm [5] following the guidelines set forth by
the NWS and published by [32]. To avoid boundary layer inversions, the algorithm
is applied only to altitudes above the 500 hPa level. The tropopause is defined as the
lowest altitude at which the temperature lapse rate decreases to 2◦C km−1, provided
that the average lapse rate from this level to any point within the next higher 2 km
does not exceed 2◦C km−1. The second requirement ignores shallow stable layers by
specifying a minimum depth for the layer of increased stability air that is taken to be
in the stratosphere. The flight of the observing system must also extend at least 2 km
above the tropopause level. In the case of multiple tropopauses, the WMO outline
states that if the lapse rate between any level at altitudes higher than a tropopause
and all points within 1 km higher exceeds 3◦C km−1, then additional tropopauses
are defined using the same criterion above. We calculate lapse rates using a forward
(upward) differencing scheme of the form Γ(zi) = −∂T/∂z ≈ −(Ti+1−Ti)/(zi+1− zi)
where Γ is the lapse rate, T is temperature, and z is altitude.
B. Evaluation of Discretization Errors
As discussed in Section IIB, the radiosonde temperature data are reported with a pre-
cision of 0.1◦C. At the reported precision, the error of a measurement is assumed to be
within ±0.05◦C. It is important to consider this measurement error when evaluating
derived quantities such as the lapse rate and quantifying the observed discretization
error. Let us consider an example with a reference point zi and assume the worst case:
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a true isothermal layer with large measurement error. The observed temperature for
the worst case is given by Tm(zi) = T (zi) + 0.05
◦C and Tm(zi+1) = T (zi+1) - 0.05◦C.
The observed lapse rate can be given by Γm = Γ + Γerr where Γ is the true lapse
rate as in Section IIIA and Γerr is the observed discretization error. The observed
discretization error in lapse rate is then given by
Γerr =
0.05− (−0.05)
∆z
=
0.1
∆z
[K km−1] (3.1)
and is dependent on the vertical resolution ∆z. For example, at full resolution (∼10
m) Γerr = 10 K km
−1. By sub-sampling to 100 m, error is reduced to Γerr = 1 K
km−1.
In the curve-fitting method explored in this study (Section IIIC), we use static
stability N . The static stability (Equation 1.1) is dependent upon the temperature
and temperature lapse rate Γ. It is important to understand how the discretization
error in lapse rate effects N in order to optimize the curve-fitting result. Figure 5a
shows N as a function of lapse rate for a given atmospheric temperature of 250 K.
Figure 5b shows the discretization error in N given by Γerr as a function of vertical
depth (or resolution) ∆z. It is shown that the discretization error in N decreases sub-
stantially as ∆z increases. This relationship between the error and vertical resolution
is used to choose 100 m as a reasonable resolution to use to sub-sample the data.
Sub-sampling trades off vertical resolution for reduced discretization error. Below
100 m the error in N dramatically increases and above 100 m the reduction in error
is small.
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C. Curve-Fitting
Because lapse rates in the stratosphere eventually become small or negative, and
because the local variance of the temperature is normally not excessive, the WMO
algorithm robustly finds a tropopause level under virtually all known conditions.
The algorithm does not, however, provide information about the sharpness of the
tropopause or the depth of the transition layer from troposphere to stratosphere. To
obtain information about these characteristics of the tropopause, we take a different
approach and fit an idealized smooth step-like function to observed profiles of static
stability N using a non-linear curve-fitting method. Our fitted function has the form
N(z) = Ntrop +
Nstrat −Ntrop
2
(
1 + tanh
(
2(z − z0)
λ
))
(3.2)
where the asymptotic values of N in the troposphere and stratosphere are Ntrop and
Nstrat, respectively; the tropopause level is taken to be the midpoint of the transition,
z0; and the full depth of the transition from the troposphere to the stratosphere
is measured by λ. This functional form is used because it has a clearly defined
length scale for the step width that is controlled by a single parameter, λ. Note
that this functional form is symmetric around the tropopause and thus does not
include a representation for the TIL. Including a TIL in the curve-fitting process
would introduce additional adjustable parameters, and here our focus is on the large-
scale structure of the troposphere-stratosphere transition.
The values of the four parameters Ntrop, Nstrat, z0, and λ are calculated for each
profile by using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimization method written by
Craig Markwardt in Interactive Data Language (IDL) [33]. The algorithm converges
to a fit by adjusting the function’s parameters to minimize the sum of the squared
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residuals. Through trial and error we find the best initial guesses for the parameters
to be Ntrop = 0.0 s
−1, Nstrat = 25.0 · 10−3 s−1, and λ = 1 km. The initial guess for the
tropopause level z0 is taken to be the value produced by the WMO algorithm.
As with the lapse rate Γ, N2 is calculated using forward (upward) differences.
Points with N2 < 0 are omitted in the curve fitting procedure. These points are rare
and tend to occur in the lower troposphere. We neglect moisture effects in N by using
the physical temperature in our observations.
As was recognized when the U.S. Standard Atmosphere was defined (Figure 1),
secondary and tertiary jumps in static stability occur commonly in the stratosphere
(see also [6]). The existence of multiple steps could cause the curve-fitting algorithm
to converge to the wrong step. To help avoid this problem, we use only data at
altitudes up to 20 km. Using the WMO tropopause as the initial guess also helps the
fitting procedure converge to the primary tropopause. For START08 flight data, an
additional constraint is used: values of N > 50 · 10−3 s−1 are ignored. These values
occur when profiles are obtained during ascents or descents with long horizontal
distances, typically observed in 5 – 10 % of a profile. We test the sensitivity of the
curve-fitting algorithm to boundary layer inversions. Omitting the boundary layer
does not significantly change the results. However, it can cause the curve-fit to fail in
some cases by eliminating too much of the low stability tropospheric layer. For our
analysis we include the boundary layer in all profiles.
Figure 6 shows the data and the results of the curve fitting procedures for two
radiosonde profiles: one with a sharp transition and a TIL (a) and one with a broad
transition (b). The fitted hyperbolic tangent function is superimposed on N in gray.
As can be seen, the curve-fitting algorithm adjusts the functional parameters, notably
λ, to follow the observed transition. The tropopause levels from the WMO algorithm
and curve-fitting process agree well for profiles with sharp transitions (small λ). For
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profiles that have a broad transition, however, the tropopause level from the curve
fits, which we take to be the midpoint of the hyperbolic tangent function, are biased
low by about 1 km relative to the values from the WMO algorithm. This results
from the fact that the secondary lapse-rate condition in the WMO algorithm is only
satisfied toward the top of the transition layer when the stability transition is smooth
and broad.
D. Spectral Analysis
In addition, and prior to our evaluation of discretization error, we explored the scale-
dependent variability of the observed static stability N by using spectral analysis.
This approach is motivated by assuming our idealized curve-fitting function (hyper-
bolic tangent) is a true representation of the atmosphere. If the power of the observed
spectra have peaks at short wavelengths, we can use a filter to remove high-frequency
noise and more effectively locate the tropopause. Figure 7 shows the power (square
of spectra) of the average transform of static stability N as a function of wavelength
for ∼200 soundings from KAMA (Amarillo, TX). The black line is the average power
at full resolution, the blue is the average at 100 m sub-sampling and the red is the
power of an idealized hyperbolic tangent. The data at full resolution and 100 m
sub-sampling are first interpolated to an evenly spaced 5 m vertical grid for Fourier
analysis. The noise introduced by the discretization error is well illustrated in the full
resolution average at wavelengths less than 50 m. When sub-sampling is introduced,
the average agrees well with the idealized curve at short and long wavelengths. At
wavelengths between 100 m and 1000 m the data exhibit power an order of magni-
tude higher than the idealized curve. This feature is representative of real physical
variability in the lapse rate. Based on these spectra we conclude that it is not pos-
15
sible to separate noise from real physical variability, but that sub-sampling to 100
m resolution effectively removes errors due to temperature discretization at small
scales. Although sub-sampling can introduce aliases in the data, we observed the
same qualitative result using a simple, low-pass filter at 100 m wavelength.
16
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
A. Sounding and Model Comparisons
We first compare tropopause heights computed by applying the WMO algorithm to
the high-resolution aircraft and radiosonde data with the gridded GFS tropopause
analysis. Figure 8 contains scatterplots of the GFS tropopause heights as a function
of the (a) GV and (b) radiosonde altitudes. Because the aircraft ceiling is around
14 km, there are no GFS-GV comparisons for subtropical or tropical conditions that
have high tropopause heights. This situation occurs quite commonly in the radiosonde
database, however, with some tropopause heights near 19 km. For both data sets,
the majority of the points lie near the 1-to-1 line. Statistics of the comparisons are
given in Table I. The statistics for the GFS-Radiosonde comparison do not include
the points within the gray ellipse in Figure 8b. The root mean square differences
between the in situ observations and the gridded analysis are ∼600 m. These values
are comparable to the resolution of the GFS vertical grid, which is ∼500 m. The mean
difference for the GFS-GV comparison is small suggesting that there is no significant
bias. For the GFS-Radiosonde comparison, the mean difference is -75 m suggesting
that the GFS analysis slightly underestimates the observed tropopause in radiosonde
observations.
In the GV aircraft comparison (Fig. 8a), the largest differences are seen in profiles
flown through stratospheric intrusions (tropopause folds). Stratospheric intrusions
are typically long and narrow depressions in tropopause height [e.g., 34]. Within the
region of a stratospheric intrusion, determining the tropopause is a tough task for a
numerical model. Moreover, interpolating a surface that has steep gradients or even
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multiple values due to folding of the material surface can result in large errors. As
discussed in Section IIA, sampling different air masses in a profile (likely the case
when flying through stratospheric intrusions) can result in inconsistencies in lapse
rates. Because of these predicaments, it is nearly impossible to avoid significant
differences between observations and model analyses near stratospheric intrusions.
Otherwise, the differences between observed tropopause heights and analysis heights
are reasonably small.
In the radiosonde comparison (Fig. 8b) there are two distinct populations. The
majority lie close to the 1-to-1 line and have errors comparable to the vertical res-
olution of the model. A second population, however, has GFS tropopause heights
substantially higher than the radiosonde values (gray ellipse, 7.5 % of the total popu-
lation). These large differences typically occur near the subtropical jet. A large break
from tropical (15-18 km) to mid-latitude tropopause heights (10-12 km) is normally
observed close to the subtropical jet [e.g., 35, 36, 6]. A latitude-height section through
an observed tropopause break is shown in Figure 9. In the inset map, 300 hPa geopo-
tential height and wind speed show the location of the jet, while the red line shows
the location of the cross section. Along this section south of 35◦ the uncertainty in
the GFS tropopause location is large due both to the low vertical resolution of the
model and the weakness of the stability, in comparison to the stratosphere, above
the primary tropopause. As a result, the GFS tropopause algorithm, which identifies
only a single tropopause, (solid orange line) jumps between the primary (lower) and
secondary (upper) tropopauses in the latitude range between about 22 and 37◦. This
includes regions both north and south of the subtropical jet. Applying the WMO
algorithm to the model output (orange dots) gives similar results and identifies mul-
tiple tropopauses at some locations. In the presence of multiple tropopauses, the
GFS analysis often selects the secondary tropopause near the subtropical jet. Profiles
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in that region tend to have complicated stability structures through the tropopause
level. In such cases, the primary tropopause is often easier to identify in higher res-
olution radiosonde data. An example of this is shown in Figure 10. The primary
tropopause is well defined in the radiosonde data by a strong inversion between ∼12
and 14 km. In the GFS profile the inversion is almost entirely lost, which prevents
its detection by the WMO algorithm. In cases where the GFS analysis misses the
primary tropopause, we test the importance of resolution by linearly interpolating
the radiosonde profiles to the GFS model resolution. Despite the reduced vertical
resolution, the primary tropopause is still correctly identified in the radiosonde data.
This suggests that resolution alone is not responsible for this error, and that either
internal model processes or the data assimilation process are further smoothing the
observed temperature profile. [23] found that the horizontal to vertical aspect ratio
of large-scale dynamics in operational models is not appropriate in the extratrop-
ical tropopause region. Birner suggests that a resolution of at least 400 m in the
tropopause region is needed to reasonably model the observed stability structure in
operational models with 100 km horizontal resolution.
B. Transition Layer Characteristics
To evaluate the characteristics of the troposphere to stratosphere transition layer, we
apply the curve-fitting method discussed in Section IIIC to the entire radiosonde and
aircraft data set. We present results here only for the radiosonde data. The aircraft
data results are similar. Figure 11 shows the distribution of lapse-rate tropopause
pressure, ptrop, in the radiosonde observations. There are two peaks present, a sub-
tropical peak with high tropopauses near 100 hPa and a midlatitude peak with pres-
sures centered around 200 hPa. This bimodal structure is observed in previous studies
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[e.g., 20, 6, 37]. The minimum occurrence between the two modes is at ∼135 hPa
(∼14 km as in [20]) in these observations.
Figure 12 shows the frequency of occurrence of different transition depths λ
within three 5◦ latitude bands. In the 25◦-30◦N band (black), there is significant
bimodality with a minimum occurrence near 2 km. Higher latitude bands have a
substantially larger fraction of sharp transitions (λ < 0.5 km). Based on these results
we divide all profiles into small (λ ≤ 2 km) and large (λ > 2 km) transition depths.
The 77% of the profiles with λ ≤ 2 km have an average depth of 415 m, indicating
predominantly very sharp tropopause transitions. The 21% with large transition
depths, on the other hand, have an average λ of 5.8 km. In the remaining 2% of
profiles, the curve-fitting algorithm failed to identify a tropopause within the available
profile. Figure 13 compares curve-fit tropopause heights to lapse-rate tropopause
heights for the radiosonde data. The two tropopause estimates agree well when the
tropopause is sharp (small λ, indicated by gray points). As noted earlier, the curve-fits
are biased low relative to the lapse-rate tropopause, particularly when the transition
is broad. This tendency is well illustrated in Figure 13. Those profiles with λ > 2
km (black points) have r.m.s. differences of 1.75 km. Profiles with sharp transitions
(λ ≤ 2 km) have r.m.s. differences of 780 m. Outliers with significantly lower curve-
fit tropopauses and sharp transitions occur where the curve-fitting method converges
to a shallow mid-tropospheric inversion layer that does not satisfy the WMO 2 km
criterion.
The occurrence of different tropopause heights and transition layer depths varies
strongly with latitude. Table II lists the fraction of large transition depths and frac-
tion of high lapse-rate tropopauses (P < 135 hPa) as a function of latitude. Large
transition depths dominate at low latitudes, which also have high tropopauses, while
the reverse is true at higher latitudes.
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The dominance of deep transition layers in the subtropics can be attributed to
the characteristics of the tropical upper troposphere [14], but it does not explain
the presence of all large values of λ that occur at latitudes north of the sub-tropical
jet. [17] suggested that large transition depths in midlatitudes occur in areas of
cyclonic flow in the lower stratosphere. In their hypothesis, if potential vorticity is
conserved, increasing cyclonic vorticity must be balanced by column stretching. As
the column stretches, the lapse rate Γ increases, becoming more tropospheric, and
the depth of the transition layer increases. Additionally, the column stretching causes
air below to descend and warm, decreasing lapse rates in the mid-troposphere and
further deepening the transition. [38] used a simple model to show that the jump in
static stability at the tropopause is much weaker in cyclonic flow. Also, in Figure 4
of [24] the observed amplitude of the TIL is significantly weaker in the presence of
cyclonic flow in the upper troposphere (200 hPa). In order to evaluate this effect,
we interpolate GFS relative vorticity to the radiosonde tropopause locations. Figure
14 shows the transition depth λ as a function of tropopause relative vorticity. Points
are colored by tropopause pressure to illustrate their locations. Subtropical profiles
with high tropopauses (red) have, on average, slightly negative relative vorticity at
all transition depths which is consistent with locations on the anticyclonic side of
the jet. Subtropical tropopauses also have a large portion of their population at
large transition depths, in agreement with Table II. Mid-latitude profiles with low
tropopauses (blue) can have cyclonic or anti-cylonic flow when the transition depths
are small. Those with large transition depths (upper right quadrant), however, are
dominated by positive relative vorticity. This is in agreement with previous studies.
Our results suggest that there are indeed two types of deep troposphere-stratosphere
transition layers. In the subtropics the deep transitions are characteristic of the
tropical upper troposphere. At higher latitudes deep transitions are the result of
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enhanced cyclonic vorticity in the lower stratosphere.
Following [23] we average the temperature profiles relative to the tropopause,
but stratify the data by λ (Fig. 15). In all latitude zones the composite profiles for
sharp tropopauses (λ ≤ 2 km, solid lines) have an obvious TIL with a depth between
∼1 and 2 km. The TIL becomes more pronounced with increasing latitude, similar to
the results in [39]. Above the TIL the mean lapse rates are small but positive, at least
up to 5 km above the tropopause. The composites for profiles with λ > 2 km (dashed
lines) transition smoothly from positive to negative lapse rates through a relatively
deep layer (i.e., no presence of TIL) at latitudes < 40◦. Differences in mean lapse-rate
tropopause height between profiles with large and small transition depths at those
latitudes are large (∼1.5 km). Higher tropopauses and large transition depths are
typical of the tropical upper troposphere as a zone of deep transitions in stability. At
latitudes > 40◦, the composites for profiles with λ > 2 km transition smoothly from
positive to near isothermal lapse rates through a relatively deep layer and there is no
TIL. The mean lapse-rate tropopause difference between profiles with large and small
transition depths also becomes small at latitudes > 45◦. As was shown previously,
large transition depths in the midlatitudes are the result of cyclonic stretching and
warming in the lower stratosphere. This inferred structure can be seen at the highest
latitudes for large transition depths. These results also indicate that the curve-fitting
algorithm is indeed successful at measuring the transition layer depth.
When midlatitude profiles with small transition depths are partitioned by the
sign of the vorticity at the tropopause, the results agree with Figure 4 of [24]. For
these sharp transitions, the amplitude of the TIL is larger in anti-cyclonic flow and
smaller in cyclonic flow. Figure 16 shows the normalized fraction of small and large
transition depths for purely extratropical profiles (ptrop ≥ 200 hPa) as a function of
tropopause relative vorticity. The proportions of sharp and broad transition depths
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for these purely extratropical profiles are 95 % and 5 %, respectively. There is large
overlap in the vorticity distributions for large and small transitions illustrating that
the sign and magnitude of vorticity alone does not determine the sharpness of a
transition. It is not clear from our analysis what additional conditions are present
when λ becomes greater than 2 km. It is obvious, however, that decreased sharpness
of the tropopause is related to cyclonic flow. The results from [38] suggest that these
deep transitions are more likely toward the center of a cyclone.
The presence of two characteristically different thermal structures in midlati-
tudes adds additional detail to the [23] result. Birner used temperatures from high-
resolution radiosondes north of 41.5◦N latitude to demonstrate the presence of the
TIL above the lapse-rate tropopause. He concluded that the Standard Atmosphere
temperature profile should be updated to include the presence of the TIL. In our
analysis we find that there are two main types of extratropical temperature profiles.
Sharp transitions with a TIL are observed ∼90% of the time (see Table II) at the lat-
itudes explored in [23]. The remaining 10% tend to have smooth and deep transition
layers between the troposphere and stratosphere. If all profiles are averaged together,
the signature of profiles with smooth transitions is lost.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Comparisons of in situ observations of the lapse-rate tropopause by radiosondes and
the NCAR GV aircraft with the NCEP GFS operational forecast model analysis show
generally good agreement when using the WMO tropopause algorithm. R.m.s. differ-
ences between observations and the model analyses are ∼600 m, which is close to the
vertical resolution of the current GFS operational model. These differences serve as a
representation of the uncertainty in the tropopause height for use in trace gas analysis
at relative altitude to the tropopause. There is, however, a significant population of
soundings with model tropopauses up to 5 km higher than the radiosonde tropopauses
(Fig. 8b). In these cases, which mostly occur near the tropopause break around the
subtropical jet, the layered stability structure and the vertical resolution of the model
limits its ability to represent the structure of the temperature profile correctly. The
smooth temperature profile in the model does not satisfy the WMO tropopause def-
inition at the primary tropopause level, and the GFS analysis mistakenly identifies
the secondary tropopause as the primary. This tropopause misidentification occurs
in less than 10% of the soundings for the radiosonde stations used in this study. Cor-
recting these errors will require improving the model representation of the structure
of the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS), likely beginning with in-
creased vertical resolution. Increased horizontal resolution will also help in situations
where the tropopause is highly deformed. For aircraft missions the GFS operational
meteorological analyses provide a way to extend the tropopause analysis to wide ge-
ographic areas with good confidence, although care should be taken to identify cases
near the tropopause break where the model analysis may jump between the primary
and secondary tropopauses (e.g., Fig. 9).
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This study also analyzed the structure of the static stability near the tropopause
by using a Levenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm to fit a hyperbolic tangent
function to radiosonde profiles of Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency N(z). The parameters
of the fitted function include the location of the tropopause (z0) and the depth of
the transition layer between the troposphere and stratosphere (λ). Based on the
results of this analysis of radiosondes from the continental United States, we find
that tropopauses can be divided into high and low tropopauses (ptrop less than or
greater than 135 hPa) and into sharp and broad tropopause transition layers (λ less
than or greater than 2 km). Equatorward of the tropopause break the tropopause
is high (ptrop < 135 hPa). Due to variations in the position of the jet these high
tropopauses, which are characteristic of tropical and subtropical air, are found well
into the midlatitudes. Static stability profiles in these cases tend to have deep tran-
sitions layers (large λ), characteristic of the subtropical upper troposphere. About
40% of soundings between 25◦ and 30◦ N have sharp tropopauses. As the latitude in-
creases the fraction of profiles with high tropopauses decreases rapidly. Extratropical
tropopauses typically have pressures greater than 135 hPa, with a relatively long tail
toward higher pressure (Fig. 11). Extratropical tropopauses are much more likely
to be sharp (small λ) and to have a TIL, but there is a significant population with
large values of λ. These tend to occur when there is positive relative vorticity at the
tropopause, in agreement with the column stretching process [17, 38, 24].
Categorizing the temperature profiles by λ and compositing them with respect to
the tropopause height produces a dominant extratropical temperature profile similar
to that found by Birner [23], with a pronounced TIL, and a second, smaller popu-
lation with a deep, smooth tropopause transition layer. The amplitude of the TIL
increases with latitude for profiles with sharp tropopauses. These variations should
be kept in mind when using reference profiles such as the U.S. Standard Atmosphere.
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Our curve-fitting method allows us to quantify the less common, deep stability tran-
sition cases for the first time, extending the results from [23] and [39]. The mean of
all profiles (as seen in [23]) gives the impression that the TIL is always present in
midlatitudes. We have shown, however, that there are three characteristic types of
transition layers observed: sharp transitions with a TIL, broad transitions from pos-
itive to negative lapse-rates, and broad transitions from positive to near isothermal
lapse-rates. The most common midlatitude profiles have a sharp transition with a
TIL. The relationship between both sharp and broad transitions and relative vortic-
ity at the tropopause has also been shown. Although midlatitude broad tropopause
transitions are found to be related to cyclonic flow, the sharpness of the tropopause
cannot be explained by the magnitude and sign of relative vorticity alone (see Figures
14 & 16). Additional analysis is underway to investigate whether the sharpness of
the lapse-rate tropopause is related to the depth of the chemical transition layer by
using trace species such as ozone and carbon monoxide.
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APPENDIX A
Table I. Statistics of tropopause comparison. The values given are root mean square
differences (m), mean differences (m) of GFS – observations and slope b of
the least squares fit to a straight line and its 95 % confidence interval for
the tropopause height comparisons given in Figure 8. The statistics for the
radiosonde comparison exclude those points within the gray ellipse of Figure
8b.
r.m.s. diff mean diff
GFS-GV 615 6
GFS-Radiosonde 635 -75
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Table II. Tropopause Characteristics by Latitude
Latitude % broad transitions % high tropopauses
(λ > 2 km) (WMO ptrop < 135 hPa)
25◦ – 30◦N 57.4 72.9
30◦ – 35◦N 35.4 45.6
35◦ – 40◦N 19.5 20.9
40◦ – 45◦N 8.0 5.2
45◦ – 50◦N 5.9 0.7
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APPENDIX B
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Fig. 1. Data representative of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. Two profiles are present,
temperature (solid) and the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ Frequency or static stability N
(dashed).
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Fig. 2. Map of all 18 START08 flight tracks.
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Fig. 3. Sample profiles of temperature for (a) START08 GV aircraft data and (b)
radiosonde data. For each profile, an expanded view of the 11–12 km altitude
range is given to show characteristics of the data. Profile (a) is from START08
Reasearch Flight 04 (RF04) for the time period 1830-1900 UTC on 2008-04-28.
Profile (b) is from KABR (Aberdeen, South Dakota) at 00 UTC on 2008-06-20.
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Introduction
 Conventionally, the tropopause is derived from the atmospheric temperature lapse rate using the stan-
dard World Meteorological Organization (WMO) definition.  In this study, we investigate the consistency of as-
similated model analysis tropopause heights with observed heights given by the WMO algorithm.  The GFS 
and observed tropopause heights agree well, with root mean square differences of ~600m.  However, near the 
sub-tropical jet, the GFS analyses often mistake the secondary tropopause for the primary tropopause, result-
ing in 3-4 km differences.  The WMO definition is a simple algorithm based on lapse rate thresholds.  There are 
no measures of the uncertainty or the transitional depth associated with the tropopause given by the WMO 
algorithm.  We also explore an alternative method of identifying the tropopause through non-linear curve-
fitting with profiles of static-stability (N).  We have found that a hyperbolic tangent function can be used to 
quantify the sharpness of the tropopause.
Data
? ??? ???? ?????? ???? ???? ?? ???? ??? ???????? ??????? ??? ????????????? ?????????? ?????? ????-
resolution Global Forecast System (GFS) model analysis.  Analyses are given every 6 hours.  Tropopause 
heights from the model output are used for our analysis.  For comparison, the GFS analyses are interpo-
lated in time and space to each observed profile. 
? ?? ???? ???????? ???? ?? ???? ??? ???????????????????????? ???????? ?? ???????? ????????? ???? ?????????
???????? ??? ???????? ??????????? ???? ???????? ???? ?? ??????? ???? ????? ?? ???? ???? ???? ?????
??????? ??? ??? ???? ?? ?????? ??????? ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ??? ???????? ??????????? ??? ????????
measurements from descending and ascending portions of each flight which crossed the GFS tropopause 
are used. 
? ??????????????? ??????? ????? ??????????? ??????????? ???? ?? ???????? ?????? ????? ? ?? ???? ??? ????
??? ???? ????? ??? ?????????? ????????? ??? ???? ?? ??? ??????????????? ?????? ????????? ?????? ???????
???????? ?????? ? ??????????? ??? ????????? ?? ??? ??????????? ?????
???? ?? ????????? ?? ??? ??????????? ????? ???? ?? ?????? ???????? ?? ??? ???????? ??? ???
                    radiosonde data.
? ??????????? ???? ?? ??? ?????????? ???????????? ??? ?????????? ????? ?? ????????? ???? ??????? ???
??? ??????????? ???? ?????? ????? ?? ????? ??? ????? ???? ????????? ?? ??? ???? or less, provided also the 
??????? ????? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ??? ??? ?????? ?????? ?????? ? ?? ???? ??? ?????? ??? ????”.  The GFS 
adapts the WMO algorithm to the model grid.
? ???????? ?????? ?? ????? ???? ??????????? ????? ??? ???? ????????? ???????? ??? ???????? ??? ?????? ????? ???-
tances during a profile, sampling different air masses and introducing errors in lapse rates.  The radiosonde 
??????????? ???? ?? ???????? ???? ? ????????? ?? ????? ??? ??? ? ????????? ?????????? ?? ????????????????
?? ????? ?????????????? ?????? ?? ????? ?????? ?????????? ???????? ??? ??????????? ?? ?? ? ??????????? ??-
????? ???????? ??? ????? ?? ?????? ??
? ??? ???????????? ?????????? ????? ??? ??????? ?????? ?? ???? ???? ??? ??? ????? ?? ????? ?? ?? ?? ?????? ???
sounding data is of much higher resolution than the assimilated data.
????? ?????? ??????? ??? ???????????
References: 
??????? ??? ?????????? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?????? ?????????? ?? ????? ??? ??????? ?????????? ??????? ??? ??? ? ???? ?? ?????????? ?????????? ??
quantifying the ozone content of the troposphere. Q. J. R.  Meteor. Soc., 122? ???????
?????????? ????? ?????????? ????????? ?? ??? ????????????? ?????????? ??????? J. Geophys. Res., 111? ??????? ????
 
Results
a.  Assimilated and observed tropopause comparison
? ?? ??? ??? ?????????? ???????? ?????? ???? ???? ??? ?? ???? ?????????? ??? ???????? ????????????? ?? ??? ??
???? ?? ?????? ??? ??????? ??? ???????? ???????? ?? ??? ?? ????? ??????? ??? ???????? ?? ??? ??? ?????-
pause heights can be important when quantifying stratosphere-troposphere exchange.
? ?????? ? ????? ???????????? ????????? ???????? ??? ?????????? ?????????? ??????? ?? ??? ???????? ? ?????
?????????? ??? ???? ??????????? ????? ????????? ?? ??? ??????????? ?? ??? ? ??? ??? ??????? ??? ??? ? ???
the radiosondes, comparable to the GFS vertical resolution.  In the aircraft comparisons, the largest differ-
ences are seen in profiles flown through stratospheric intrusions (tropopause folds) where deep depres-
sions in tropopause height over relatively small spatial scales are observed.  In the radiosonde comparison, 
there is a second population of large differences (3-4 km) where the GFS heights are biased high. 
Fig. 3. Scatterplots of GFS tropopause heights vs. (a) aircraft and (b) radiosonde heights. 
? ??? ???????? ?? ?????? ?? ????? ???? ??? ???????????? ??? ????? ??? ?????????? ????? ??????????? ???????-
???????? ??????? ?? ????? ?? ?? ???????? ??????? ?? ????? ???? ?? ???? ??????? ??? ???????? ?? ???????? ?????-
pauses (typically primary and secondary) is common and the GFS often mistakenly identifies the second-
ary tropopause for the primary tropopause.  Figure 4 shows an example of this tropopause confusion in 
the GFS analysis. 
???? ?????????? ??????? ?????? ?? ??? ???? ????? ???? ??????????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??? ????????
b.  Measuring the sharpness of the tropopause
? ???????????? ??? ?????????? ?? ??? ????? ????? ??? ?????? ????????? ???????????? ?? ??? ????? ???? ?? ?????-
??????? ????????? N) jumps from tropospheric to stratospheric values,
  
  but the WMO definition does not provide any information about the stability structure around the tropo-
pause.   
? ?? ??? ?????????? ??????????? ????? ??? ???????? ?? ??? ???-
popause and the depth of the transition layer, we fit a smooth 
step-like function (hyperbolic tangent) to the static stability 
profile using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares 
method.  The function has the form:
  where Ntrop and Nstrat ??? ??? ?????????? ?????? ?? ? ?? ??? ???-
posphere and stratosphere, respectively, the tropopause level 
is taken to be the midpoint of the transition, z0, and the width 
of the transition is given by ?? ?????? ? ??????????? ??????? ???
step function to an assumed profile of N.
???? ????????? ??????? ??? ?????? ??????
                        bolic tangent.
? ?? ?????? ?? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ????? ???? ????? ???? ?? ?????
? ??????? ?? ??? ? ?????? ?????????? ????????? ????? ????? ???? ?????
??? ???????? ?????????? ???????? ?????? ??? ????????????? ??????-
ity jump is very sharp, and the curve-fitting algorithm converges to 
the same point as the WMO algorithm.  
? ??????? ?? ??? ???????? ????????? ???? ? ???? ?????????? ??? ?
deep stability  transition often referred to as the Tropical Tropo-
pause Layer (TTL).  The curve-fitting method finds a slightly lower 
tropopause, but captures the depth of the observed transition. 
? ?? ??????? ??? ????????????? ????????? ?? ??? ????????? ????????????
?????? ? ????? ??? ???????? ???????????? ????? ??? ???? ?????? ???-
quencies at three different latitude bands.  A significant bi-
modality in observed step widths is present at the southern most 
????????? ??? ??????? ?? ?? ????? ?? ? ??? ?? ????? ?? ???? ??????
???? ???? ?? ????? ?? ? ?? ?? ????? ??? ??? ????????? ?? ??????
 
? ?????? ? ????? ??? ????? ????????? ?? ????? ???? ?????? ?? ????????? ????? ???? ?????? ????? ?? ?????? ???-
quency towards the tropics, where the TTL is often present.  However, the TTL does not fully explain the 
???????? ?? ???? ??????????? ?? ?????? ?????????? ?????? ?? ??? ?????? ???????? ???? ?? ??? ?????? ?? ???
lower stratosphere entering enhanced cyclonic flow will stretch due to conservation of potential vorticity.  
?????????? ????????? ????? ?? ??? ????? ?????????????
???? ?? ???? ????? ????????? ??? ???????? ?????? ???? ?? ????????? ?? ????? ???? ?????? ?? ?????????
? ?????? ? ????? ??? ?????????? ???????? ??? ??? ??????????? ?????
????? ??? ??? ????? ???????? ? ???????? ???? ?? ??? ??? ??? ? ???-
???????? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??????????? ??????? ??? ? ??? ???
??? ??????? ???????? ?????? ???????????? ???????????
? ?????? ?? ?? ? ??????????? ?? ???? ?????? ??? ?????????? ????????
????????? ????? ?? ??? ??? ???????? ??? ??? ???????????? ???? ?????
is colored by the tropopause pressure given by the WMO algo-
rithm.  These results illustrate the presence of two sources for deep 
transitions: the TTL in tropical air masses and the presence of cy-
clonic flow in mid-latitude air masses. 
???? ?????????? ??????????? ???????? ??? ????? ???????? ??? ???? ??? ???? ????? ??? ??????????
   small (solid) step widths at relative altitude to the      relative vorticity.
   curve-fit tropopause height.
? ?????? ?? ????? ??? ??????? ??????????? ???????? ?? ???????? ???????? ?? ??? ????????? ?????????? ?????? ???
large and small step widths for several latitude bands.  At lower latitudes, the prominent influence for large 
step widths is the TTL and is well represented by the average temperature.  The presence of a TIL is ob-
served at each latitude band as well, increasing in strength to the north. 
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Fig. 4. Map of radiosonde stations used from the continental United States.
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Fig. 5. Assuming an atmospheric temperature of 250 K : (a) N as a function of lapse
rate and (b) maximum discretization error in N observed with radiosonde data.
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(b) KMFL 20080413T00 UTC
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Fig. 6. Two typical atmospheric profiles with temperature (left) and static stability
(right) and corresponding hyperbolic tangent curve fits (gray). Profile (a) is
an example of a sharp transition from troposphere to stratosphere, while profile
(b) is broad. Profile (a) is from KGGW (Glasgow, Montana) and profile (b) is
from KMFL (Miami, Florida). Observations are shown at 100 m sub-sampling.
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Fig. 7. Average power of Fourier Transforms of static stability N as a function of
wavelength for ∼200 soundings from KAMA (Amarillo, TX) at full resolution
(black) and 100 m sub-sampling (blue). The red curve is the power of the
transform of a hyperbolic tangent function. The gray lines are 1-to-1 lines.
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Lapse-Rate Tropopause (km) Lapse-Rate Tropopause (km)
Fig. 8. A scatterplot comparing GFS tropopause heights to observed lapse-rate
tropopause heights for (a) START08 aircraft data and (b) Radiosondes. The
1-to-1 line is drawn in gray. For (a), profiles through stratospheric intrusions
are marked by diamond plot symbols. For (b), the gray ellipse identifies the
population where GFS analysis tropopause heights represent the secondary
tropopause rather than primary.
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Vertical Section of NCEP GFS Analysis Valid 2008−04−04 12 UTC
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Fig. 9. A vertical section of a GFS volume with corresponding map of the 300 hPa wind
field. The red line in the 300 hPa wind map is the location of the section given.
In the section, the lapse rate (color-fill) illustrates the thermal structure in the
atmosphere; the orange dots represent application of the WMO definition to
derive multiple tropopause heights; the orange line is the NCEP GFS output
tropopause height calculated on the model grid; the purple contours are lines
of constant potential vorticity; the black contours are wind speed and illustrate
the vertical structure and extent of the subtropical jet.
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Fig. 10. An example profile from KCRP (Corpus Christi, Texas) where tropopause
confusion in the GFS analysis is present. This profile is within the gray
ellipse in Figure 8b. The GFS temperature and tropopause interpolated to the
sonde location (dashed) and observed temperature and lapse-rate tropopauses
(solid) are given.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of lapse-rate tropopause pressure for all radiosondes.
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Fig. 12. Fraction of transition depths λ in three latitude bands.
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Fig. 13. A scatterplot comparing the curve-fit tropopause and WMO lapse-rate
tropopause heights for all radiosondes. The 1-to-1 line is drawn in black.
Points are colored by the transition depth λ.
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Fig. 14. Transition depth λ as a function of lapse-rate tropopause relative vorticity for
all radiosondes. Points are colored by lapse-rate tropopause pressure. The
black horizontal line indicates the division between large and small transition
depths.
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Fig. 15. Average temperature for 5◦ wide latitude bands at relative altitude to the
curve-fit tropopause. Two profiles for each band illustrate averages for large
(> 2 km, dashed) and small (≤ 2 km, solid) transition depths (λ). The average
lapse-rate and curve-fit tropopauses for large and small transition depths are
also given in each plot.
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Fig. 16. Normalized fraction of tropopause relative vorticity for large (λ > 2 km,
dashed) and small (λ ≤ 2 km, solid) transition depths for all radiosondes
with lapse-rate tropopause pressure ptrop ≥ 200 hPa.
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